An Image Transceiving Telephone with Integrated Digital Camera (ITTDC) for simultaneous transceiving of real-time audio and non-real time image through a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) is disclosed. The ITTDC includes an integrated telephone front end, a PSTN access device, an audio CODEC, an image input device, an image CODEC, an image display device, a local storage for an embedded system control software and associated control and operating parameters and data, an optional local electronic interface, a user-control and a system control including the embedded system control software. The control software further includes an audio sampling and processing means, an image capturing and processing means and a process priority control means allocating, via a real-time audio but non-real time image transfer protocol control, a highest priority to tasks for audio information processing whereas a lower priority to tasks for image information processing.
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Fig. 6A Image Transfer Time vs. Audio Quality
Image = 640x480 pixels, compression ratio = 1:15

Fig. 6B Image Transfer Time at Various Image Compression Ratios
Audio is 16K when modem>=33.6K, otherwise audio is 6.3K
Image = 640x480 pixels
**Fig. 6C Image Transfer Time at Various Image Resolutions**

Audio is 16K when Modem >= 33.6K, otherwise audio is 6.3K

Image is JPEG, compression ratio = 1:15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Rate of PSTN Access (DRPS bits/sec)</th>
<th>Image Transfer Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56K</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.6K</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8K</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 320x240
- 640x480
- 1024x768

**Fig. 6D Image Transfer Time at Different Audio Bandwidth Usage**

Audio is 16K when modem >= 33.6K, otherwise audio is 6.3K

Image = 640x480 pixels, Compression Ratio = 1:15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Rate of PSTN Access (DRPS bits/sec)</th>
<th>Image Transfer Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56K</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.6K</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8K</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Audio uses 100% bandwidth
- Audio uses 40% bandwidth (Normal Conversation)
IMAGE TRANSCIEVING TELEPHONE WITH INTEGRATED DIGITAL CAMERA

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention is related to the field of telephony. It introduces a new way of transferring audio and image data concurrently through a narrow bandwidth telephony system like PSTN. It discloses the idea of real-time transmission of speech concurrently with a non-real time transmission of quality images over a single physical telephone line.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Nowadays audio and video communication systems are based on the Internet, an intranet, or ISDN, etc. as these audio and video communication systems may require a bandwidth higher than that can be provided by a traditional POTS. Two types of audio and video communication systems are briefly discussed below:

A videophone system requires both audio and video information to be simultaneously transferred via a network in real time. Thus, inherently, the videophone system requires a high bandwidth network such as an ISDN for support. For those skilled in the art, the H.320 and H.323 standard describe the implementation of such a videophone system. An example of a commercial videophone system is Polycom’s VS4000 videocconferencing system. While it provides for a simultaneous transfer of audio and video information between its users, the videophone system has the following disadvantages:

1. It is very expensive as both communication sites need to have a set of expensive video and audio equipments.
2. It needs to have a wide bandwidth connection, such as ISDN, for the transfer of video information.
3. It may still need an extra phone line to transfer an accompanying audio information.
4. If the system is implemented completely on a single wide bandwidth connection then it may not be compatible with the existing telephone system.

Another type of audio and video communication system are tele-conference systems. These systems are PC based and the connection is most likely through the Internet via a PC modem. Upon the establishment of a connection, the peer can exchange audio, video, data or any other kinds of information. An example of a commercial tele-conference system is Microsoft’s NetMeeting. While it is not as expensive as the video phone system, the teleconference system still has the following disadvantages:

1. It is still expensive as both communication sites still need a PC with an attached audio device and possibly also an attached video device.
2. Both sites still need to have some kind of Internet or intranet connection, via a Cable Modem, an ISDN or a dial-in modem, etc.
3. If the connection involves Internet, the audio quality could be bad depending upon the condition of the Internet traffic.

In essence, both of these audio and video communication systems are incapable of concurrently transferring both audio and image information over a narrow bandwidth PSTN efficiently with a low-cost device while maintaining compatibility with the current standard telephone line. Therefore, the present invention of an Image Transceiving Telephone with Integrated Digital Camera (ITTDC) is disclosed to solve the aforementioned problems as well as to transfer high quality images over any long distance connection through the ubiquitous standard phone line.

SUMMARY

The ITTDC is invented to simultaneously transfer speech audio and image (including still and multi-frames) information over the same standard telephone line without the need of any expensive equipment. As a matter of course, both the audio and image information have to be digitized and compressed before transmission to make the most use of a single telephone line. However, during the transfer process, audio information is given a higher priority hence it is transmitted in real time. On the other hand, image information is given a lower priority hence it is transferred on a non real-time basis generally not in synchrony with the audio information. Basically, the ITTDC is an enhanced telephone comprising three major modules: a digital camera, a telephone (MIC plus speaker) and a modem. The telephone module is made compatible with current standard telephone hence it can make and answer ordinary phone calls with any existing telephone unit of the world. In addition, the ITTDC is equipped with capability to make advanced phone calls to a peer system of another similarly equipped ITTDC. For example, the ITTDC provides for a local image storage and preview whereby a user of the ITTDC can capture an image and preview it before sending the image to a remote peer system. Likewise, the user can save, in a local storage, an image transferred from a remote peer system for later review. With properly integrated software for accessing an ISP, the ITTDC can exchange locally stored images as well as audio clips with an ISP server or with stored images as well as audio clips on a remote peer system connected to the Internet. Accordingly, it can free up its local storage, making itself even more powerful. When the downloaded audio clips are MP3 files, the CCITT can function as an MP3 player. The ITTDC can also function as an enhanced telephone answering machine with accompanying audios and images.

An object of the present invention is to have the ITTDC simultaneously transfer audio and image information over a ubiquitous standard telephone line without the need of any expensive equipment. In essence, the ITTDC would transfer the audio information in real-time while transferring the image information with quality on a non real-time basis.

Another object is for the ITTDC to function essentially as a digital camera with an added audio input/output device and a modem. Thus, the ITTDC can provide the complete capability of a standard digital camera with an additional ability to exchange images with a peer ITTDC or an ISP server.
A third object of the present invention is to have the ITTDC capable of making a phone call to another user of a traditional telephone and carrying on a real-time conversation with the other user.

Other objectives, together with the foregoing are attained in the exercise of the invention in the following description and resulting in the embodiment illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The current invention will be better understood and the nature of the objectives set forth above will become apparent when consideration is given to the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments. For clarity of explanation, the detailed description further makes reference to the attached drawings herein:

FIG. 1 illustrates the application environment of the ITTDC;

FIG. 2 details a hardware architecture of the ITTDC;

FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B detail the software flowcharts for the processing of audio and image information within the ITTDC;

FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B detail the software flowcharts for an audio sampling and processing operation and an image capturing and processing operation of the embedded system control software;

FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B detail processing priority control flowcharts for allocating a highest priority to tasks for inputting and outputting audio information while allocating a lower priority to tasks for inputting and outputting image information; and

FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B, FIG. 6C and FIG. 6D present a set of ITTDC performance characteristics expressed in terms of PSTN access data rate, audio quality, audio data rate, audio bandwidth usage, image quality and image transfer time.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

In the following detailed description of the present invention, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will become obvious to those skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well known methods, procedures, components, and circuitry have not been described in detail to avoid unnecessary obscuring aspects of the present invention. The detailed description is presented largely in terms of logic blocks and other symbolic representations that directly or indirectly resemble the operations of signal processing devices coupled to networks. These descriptions and representations are the means used by those experienced or skilled in the art to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art.

Reference herein to “one embodiment” or an “embodiment” means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristics described in connection with the embodiment can be included in at least one embodiment of the invention.
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Specification Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>Pulse code modulation (PCM) of voice frequencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.722.1</td>
<td>Dual rate speech coder for multimedia communications transmitting at 5.3 and 6.3 kbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.728</td>
<td>Coding of speech at 16 kbit/s using low-delay code excited linear prediction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.234</td>
<td>Encapsulation layer management and authentication system for audiovisual services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.320</td>
<td>Narrow-band visual telephone systems and terminal equipment (primarily ISDN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.323</td>
<td>Packet-based multimedia communications systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.324</td>
<td>Terminal for low-bit-rate multimedia communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.120</td>
<td>Data protocols for multimedia conferencing: This provides an overview of the T.120 series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.123</td>
<td>Protocol stacks for audiovisual and multimedia teleconference applications characterized by a real-time audio transfer but a non-sync image transfer: This specifies transport protocols for a range of networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.124</td>
<td>Generic Conference Control (GCC): This defines the application protocol supporting reservations and basic conference control services for multipoint teleconferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.125</td>
<td>Multipoint Communication Service (MCS) Protocol specification: This specifies the data transmission protocol for multipoint services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.126</td>
<td>Multipoint still image and annotation protocol: This defines collaborative data sharing, including white board and image sharing, graphic display information, and image exchange in a multipoint conference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.32</td>
<td>A family of 2-wire, duplex modems operating at data signaling rates of up to 9600 bit/s for use on the general switched telephone network and on leased telephone-type circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.32bis</td>
<td>A duplex modem operating at data signaling rates of up to 14400 bit/s for use on the general switched telephone network and on leased point-to-point 2-wire telephone-type circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.34</td>
<td>A modem operating at data signaling rates of up to 33600 bit/s for use on the general switched telephone network and on leased point-to-point 2-wire telephone-type circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.50</td>
<td>A digital modem and analogue modem pair for use on the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) at data signaling rates of up to 64000 bit/s downstream and up to 38400 bit/s upstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.92</td>
<td>Enhancements to Recommendation V.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0029] FIG. 1 illustrates the application environment of the ITTDC. ITTDC-A 10 comprises an integrated telephone front end 11, an image input camera 12, an image display 13 and user controls 14. ITTDC-A 10 further comprises, not shown in this figure although it will be presently discussed, a built-in means for accessing a PSTN 56 by communicating with a central office 53 through telephone lines 51. ITTDC-B 20 is a similarly equipped unit of the present invention that also accesses the PSTN 56. ITTDC-C 30 is another similarly equipped unit of the present invention except that ITTDC-C 30 accesses the PSTN 56 by communicating with a PBX 54 through telephone lines 51. ITTDC-D 40 is a third similarly equipped unit of the present invention except that ITTDC-D 40 is implemented in the form of a wireless phone hence accessing the PSTN 56 by communicating with an MSC 55 through a wireless communication path 52. Although not specifically illustrated, by now it should be obvious that the ITTDC of the present invention can be implemented in the form of a cordless phone. A traditional telephone 50 is also illustrated accessing the PSTN 56 by communicating with a central office 53 through telephone lines 51. An ISP server 70 simultaneously accesses the PSTN 56 through a PBX/IP Gateway 60 and the Internet 72 having, as another illustration, its own accessing electronic device-A 80 and electronic device-B 82.

[0030] Thus, a user-A (not shown) of ITTDC-A 10 can make a phone call to a user-B (not shown) of ITTDC-B 20 through the PSTN 56, automatically setting up a digital connection between the PSTN access means of respective ITTDCs, and can carry on a real-time conversation with user-B while exchanging a digital image captured with the image input camera 12 of ITTDC-A 10 with user-B on a non-real-time basis. Similarly, user-A of ITTDC-A 10 can make a phone call to a user-D (not shown) of ITTDC-D 40 through the PSTN 56, automatically setting up a digital connection between the PSTN access means of the respective ITTDCs, and can carry on a real-time conversation with user-D while exchanging a digital image captured with the image input camera 12 of ITTDC-A 10 with user-D on a non-real-time basis. While it is transparent to user-A, the only difference here is that ITTDC-D 40 is implemented in the form of a wireless phone hence accessing the PSTN 56 by communicating with an MSC 55 through a wireless communication path 52. Next, a user-C (not shown) of ITTDC-C 30 can make a phone call to the ISP server 70 through the PSTN 56 and the PBX/IP Gateway 60, automatically setting up a digital connection with the Internet 72, and can exchange locally stored images as well as audio clips on ITTDC-C 30 with their counterpart remotely stored images as well as audio clips on the electronic device-A 80 or on the electronic device-B 82. However, if the peer system is a user-E (not shown) of the traditional telephone 50, user-A of ITTDC-A 10, after making a phone call to user-E, will automatically set up a traditional analog connection via the PSTN access means and can carry on a real-time conversation with user-E. Next, as an illustrated option of the ITTDC, ITTDC-A 10 can be remotely monitored, with accompanying audio and image feedback, by user-A dialing in through
ITTDC-C 30 and followed by inputting a proper password or a special key sequence. Certainly, ITTDC-A 10 can function, with the added functionality from the image input camera 12, the image display 13 and PSTN access means, as an enhanced telephone answering machine with accompanying audios and images. ITTDC-A 10 can also function as a digital camera capable of exchanging locally captured and stored images with a remote communication partner such as user-C of ITTDC-C 30.

[0031] FIG. 2 details a hardware architecture of the present invention ITTDC having an integrated telephone front end 11, which further comprises an audio input means 90 and an audio playback means 92. The audio input means 90, comprising an MIC and a following audio ADC, functions to convert an input audio from a user of the ITTDC into an uncompressed digital inbound audio data stream. The audio playback means 92, comprising an audio DAC and a following speaker, functions to convert an uncompressed digital receiving audio data stream into a corresponding audible sound for the user of the ITTDC. Both the audio input means 90 and the audio playback means 92 functionally coordinate with an audio interface 122 for an additional upstream data processing. Next, an image input camera 12 (with an integrated CCD/CMOS sensor) together with a following image ADC 96 form an image input means for capturing and converting a physical image into an uncompressed digital inbound image data frame. A TV 102 driven by a NTSC/PAL. Output 100 or, alternatively, an LCD Display 103 constitutes an image display means for converting an uncompressed digital receiving image data frame into a corresponding visible image display for a user of the ITTDC. Both the image display means and the image input means functionally coordinate with an image interface 124 for an additional upstream data processing.

[0032] Next, a PSTN access device 104 is provided for, through either the telephone lines 51 or the wireless communication path 52, concurrently converting a digital outbound data data stream into a suitable analog signal waveform for reliable transmission to the PSTN 56 and concurrently converting an analog inbound signal waveform from the PSTN 56 into a corresponding digital inbound data stream. The PSTN access device 104 functionally coordinates with a data communication interface 126 for an additional upstream data processing. Notice that, to achieve a secured communication between a user of the ITTDC and his communication partner, the data communication interface 126 can further include an optional data encryption and decryption function based upon a custom algorithm or selected from these industry standards: H.233, H.234 and GSM A5.

[0033] To be compatible with a variety of industry standard communication devices the PSTN access device 104 is made compatible with the following communication standards:

1. Voice-band modem on POTS wired lines with data rate from 9.6 Kbps (Kilobits/sec) to 56 Kbps (V.92, V.90, V.34, V.32/V.32b) bits.
2. ISDN NTI access: 128 Kbps 2B4D (two 64 Kbps B-Channels and one 16 Kbps D-Channel).
3. DSL modem access: typical 640K download, 272K upload (limited to within two to three miles from Central Office—USWest modem).

[0034] 4. Wireless/Cellular access: Current popular 2nd generation digital wireless/cellular access via GSM/TDMA/CDMA (around 9.6 Kbps or 8 Kbps to 14 Kbps depending upon specific implementation), possible future 3rd generation digital wireless/cellular access via CDMA++ GSM++ or TDMA++ (384 Kbps to 2 Mbps [Megabits/sec]).

[0038] Of course, the operating data rate, DRPS, of communication for the PSTN access device 104 and all other associated communication parameters are negotiated and can be dynamically modified between a user of the ITTDC and his communication partner through the PSTN access device 104. Additionally, to insure backward compatibility with the traditional telephone 50, the PSTN access device 104 is provided with a function of automatic switching between digital and analog modes. Thus, as all the above communication standards and POTS can already freely exchange speech conversation amongst them, by combining the PSTN access device 104 with an appropriate operating software, to be presently presented, the various ITTDC units can not only make speech conversation amongst them, but also exchange image information and any other multi-media files (including AVI and MP3 files). Depending upon the technology of microchip integration, the PSTN access device 104 can even be implemented in pure software form. Finally, multiple units of PSTN access device 104 can be incorporated in a single ITTDC so as to enable the function of multi-party conference calls.

[0039] Referring still to FIG. 2, a local data read and write means, comprising DRAM 106 and Flash memory/Smart Media 108, is provided for storing an embedded system control software with associated control data, permanent ITTDC operating parameters as well as a temporarily or permanently stored a compressed digital outbound audio data stream, a compressed digital inbound audio data stream, a compressed digital outbound image data frame and a compressed digital inbound image data frame. More specifically, the DRAM 106 serves as the place for the operation of the embedded system control software and for any temporary storage of the process buffer for audio and image data. The Flash memory/Smart Media 108 serves as the place where the embedded system control software code resides as well as a permanent storage for ITTDC control data, audio and image data.

[0040] Referring still to FIG. 2, an optional electronic interface 110 can be provided for communication with other electronic devices locally attached to the ITTDC. Two popular candidates are USB and RS232. The optional electronic interface 110 functionally coordinates with a system interface 130 for an additional upstream data processing.

[0041] Referring still to FIG. 2, a user controls 112 is provided for accepting various user controls of the ITTDC to direct its operations. Like the optional electronic interface 110, the user controls 112 functionally coordinate with the system interface 130 for an additional upstream data processing. Naturally, the user controls 112 contain a variety of front panel keys array, display indicators and standard phone keys. Additionally, for the operational control of the image input camera 12 and the image display 13, the user controls 112 should also contain standard digital camera control keys and image display control keys, standard phone keys, digital 0-9, #, Redial, Mute, etc. Importantly, the selection of
audio quality, image resolution and related compression ratios can be implemented via selection keys or, equivalently, via an option in a separate software setup menu. Optional keys for an standard answer machine can also be included. For the purpose of illustration, the following lists some examples of user controls 112:

[0042] Camera Keys: Capture/Preview, Previous, Next, etc.

[0043] LCD/TV related keys: “Selection” button for “view LOCAL” or “view REMOTE”, or “Split Display” for “side-by-side” or “PIP” (picture in picture) viewing, Selection, Zoom, etc.

[0044] Standard answering machine keys: Record, Play, etc.

[0045] Audio Quality Selection: Normal Audio Mode, Good Audio Mode, Auto Audio Mode, etc.

[0046] System setting keys: Image Resolution Selections (multiple selection keys). Can be 320x240, 640x480, 1024x768, etc.

[0047] Image Compression ratio Selection. Can be: No compression, 1:4, 1:8, 1:15, etc.

[0048] Referring still to FIG. 2, an audio CODEC 94 is provided for concurrently compressing an uncompressed digital inbound audio data stream into a compressed digital outbound audio data stream and concurrently decompressing a compressed digital inbound audio data stream into an uncompressed digital receiving audio data stream. For maximum operational flexibility, the audio CODEC 94 has a number of selectable, audio compression plans with a corresponding number of graduations of audio quality each with its respective data rate of communication for the audio CODEC 94 (DRAD). Specifically, Table II lists a series of audio compression plans that are generally accepted as industry standards and made applicable to the present invention.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio Format</th>
<th>Data Rate*</th>
<th>Compression Ratio</th>
<th>Audio Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-bit PCM</td>
<td>128 Kbps</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>64 Kbps</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>Better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.728</td>
<td>16 Kbps</td>
<td>1:8</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.723.1</td>
<td>6.3/5.3 Kbps</td>
<td>1:20/1:24</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM 06.10</td>
<td>13.2 Kbps</td>
<td>1:9.7</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Remark: Data Rate is calculated based upon a mono audio with a sampling rate of 8 KHz.

[0049] Likewise, the corresponding industry standard image resolutions, which are readily adaptable to the present invention, are as follows: 320x240, 640x480, 800x600, 1024x768, 1280x1024 (1.3M camera), 1600x1200 (1.92M), 2048x1536 (3.1M), 2288x1712 (3.5M), 2560x1920 (4.92M), 3040x2008 (6.1M), etc.

[0050] An additional audio compression plan, corresponding to an industry standard MP3 audio file format, is also included to make the ITTDC function as an MP3 player where the MP3 audio files can be downloaded from the ISP server by the ITTDC. In this case, of course, the ITTDC must have provisions to support the MP3 decode.

[0051] Next, an image CODEC 98 is provided for concurrently compressing an uncompressed digital inbound image data frame into a compressed digital outbound image data frame and concurrently decompressing a compressed digital inbound image data frame into an uncompressed digital receiving image data frame. For maximum operational flexibility, the image CODEC 98 also has a number of selectable, image compression ratios with a corresponding number of graduations of image quality each with its associated data rate of communication for the image CODEC 98 (DRIM). For maximum operational flexibility, the image CODEC 98 has a number of selectable, through the user controls 112, image compression plans with a corresponding number of graduations of image quality each with its associated data rate of communication for the image CODEC 98 (DRIM). Specifically, the image compression plans are listed in the following Table III, which are considered industry standards and made applicable to the present invention.

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compression Ratio</th>
<th>Image Quality</th>
<th>Multi-frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPEG 1/4-1/30</td>
<td>Best-Good</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG 2000, 1/4-1/50</td>
<td>Best-Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>-1:1</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion JPEG, 1/4-1/30</td>
<td>Best-Good</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF</td>
<td>-1:30</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0052] Referring still to FIG. 2, a system control 120 is provided that in turn comprises the audio interface 122, the image interface 124, the system interface 130, a process priority allocation 128 and a memory interface 132. The audio interface 122 functions to activate the audio input means 90 thus inputting a corresponding uncompressed digital inbound audio data stream and to activate the audio playback means 92 thus outputting a corresponding uncompressed digital receiving audio data stream. The image interface 124 functions to activate the image input means thus inputting a corresponding uncompressed digital inbound image data frame and functions to activate the image display means thus outputting a corresponding uncompressed digital receiving image data frame. The system interface 130 functions to monitor user controls through the user controls 112 as well as communicating with other locally attached electronic devices through the optional electronic interface 110. The process priority allocation 128...
acts, with related details to be presented in FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B, to pack or unpack a compressed digital outbound audio data stream, a compressed digital inbound audio data stream, a compressed digital outbound image data frame and a compressed digital inbound image data frame for the data communication interface 126. The process priority allocation 128 can be implemented with an industry standard T.123 transfer protocol or similar transfer protocols wherein the processing of audio information is assigned a highest priority while the processing of image information is assigned a lower priority. The memory interface 132, being the hardware core of the system control 120, functions to interface with the audio interface 122, the image interface 124, the audio CODEC 94, the image CODEC 98, the DRAM 106, the Flash memory/Smart Media 108, the data communication interface 126, the process priority allocation 128 and the system interface 130. FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A and 5B detail a corresponding embedded system control software architecture of the present invention ITTDC.

[0055] Referring jointly to FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, the software flowcharts for the overall processing of audio and image information within the ITTDC are illustrated. In FIG. 3A, a MIC driver 146 collects real-time audio data 148 from the audio input means 90. An audio compression 150 operation is then performed on the collected real-time audio data 148 with the resulting outbound compressed audio data further multiplexed with a separate outbound compressed image data using a MUX algorithm 152 to form an audio/image multiplexed (AI-MUX) outbound data stream to be outputted, via a data communication interface driver 154, through the PSTN access device 104. In parallel, a CCD/CMOS driver 140 collects image data 142 from the image input camera 12. An image compression 144 operation is then performed on the collected image data 142 with the resulting outbound compressed image data further multiplexed with a separate outbound compressed audio data using the same MUX algorithm 152, etc. In FIG. 3B, the data communication interface driver 154 collects an AI-MUX outbound compressed data stream through the PSTN access device 104 with the collected AI-MUX inbound compressed data stream demultiplexed into separate compressed audio and compressed image data streams by a DEMUX algorithm 156. Subsequently, an audio decompression 164 operation decompresses the compressed audio data stream into an uncompressed audio data 166 that is in turn sent to the audio playback means 92 by a speaker driver 168 for playback. In parallel, an image decompression 158 operation decompresses the compressed image data stream into an uncompressed image data 160 that is in turn sent to the TV 102 (or the LCD Display 103) by an image driver 162 for viewing by a user of the ITTDC. It is important to point out that, to maintain consistency of data communication throughput, the data rate of communication for the audio CODEC 94, DRAD, must be set to a value that is less than or equal to the data rate of communication for the PSTN access device 104, DRPS. Furthermore, the associated data rate of communication for the image CODEC 98, DRIM, must also satisfy the following condition:

\[
\text{maxiunm possible DRIM=DRPS+DRAD}
\]

[0056] With the above condition satisfied, the embedded system control software further includes an automatic audio data rate allocation strategy, tied in to a set of user-selectable audio modes, to achieve an optimized mix of audio and image quality consistent with the DRPS, as follows:

[0057] 1. Good Audio Mode: Regardless of the value of DRPS, allocate the most DRAD (for example G.728 at 16 Kbps) to audio.

[0058] 2. Normal Audio Mode: Regardless of the value of DRPS, allocate the least DRAD (for example G.723.1 at 6.3 Kbps) to audio.

[0059] 3. Auto Audio Mode: When DRPS is high, for example greater than or equal to 33.6 Kbps, allocate a higher DRAD than its Normal Audio Mode value to audio. While DRPS is low, for example less than 33.6 Kbps, allocate a lower DRAD than its Normal Audio Mode value to audio.


[0061] 5. Audio Mode Overwrite: Regardless of the value of the local setting, the real operational DRAD is negotiated during the connection setup phase wherein the lower DRAD of the two peer ITTDCs will be adopted.

[0062] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B detail the software flowcharts for an audio sampling and processing operation and an image capturing and processing operation of the embedded system control software. In FIG. 4A, an audio sampling and processing operation 189 occasionally captures, upon demand by a user of the ITTDC, an uncompressed image data input from a user through the image input camera 12 followed by an image compression 190 operation then an audio data packing 192 operation. The packed audio data 194 is either forwarded on to an audio data queue 198 for an immediate transmission or, upon demand by a user of the ITTDC and following the direction of a dashed arrow, is placed in a DRAM/Flash 186 for later review. In FIG. 4B, an image sampling and processing operation 179 occasionally captures, upon demand by a user of the ITTDC, an uncompressed image data input from a user through the image input camera 12 followed by an image compression 180 operation then an image data packing 182 operation. The packed image data 184 is either forwarded on to an image data queue 188 for a later transmission or, upon demand by a user of the ITTDC and following the direction of a dashed arrow, is placed in the DRAM/Flash 186 for later review. As some of the supported DRPS by the PSTN access device 104 is quite slow (for example 9.6 Kbps), the embedded system control software is designed to have another Audio Mute Image Transfer (AMIT) mode that can transfer the optional AVI and MP3 files. Briefly, the AMIT mode is now described.

[0063] When an image transfer process gets initiated via the user controls 112, any audio information processing will be muted to save the whole DRPS for the image transfer process. Of course, the user controls 112 should support an interrupting audio un-muting function at any time regardless of the ongoing image transfer process. The AMIT mode can also be implemented via some smart “Voice Activity Detection” to automatically mute and un-mute the audio information processing thus optimally utilizing the low DRPS. As a reference information, it is a known fact in the art that a person speaks less than 40% of the time in a normal conversation.

[0064] FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B detail processing priority control flowcharts for allocating a highest priority to tasks
for inputting and outputting audio information while allocating a lower priority to tasks for inputting and outputting image information. These flowcharts actually represent a simplified version of an industry standard T.123 protocol that defines four (4) priority logical channels in one physical connection. Thus, FIG. 5A, being a MUX algorithm 152, deals with the outputting, or multiplexing, of audio and image data by first processing a step named audio queue empty 210. If the answer is “Yes” an immediate step of transfer audio data 212 is performed and the whole operation repeats again with the step audio queue empty 210 if the PSTN access device 104 is connected (answer to step PSTN Access connected 214 is “Yes”). Only upon receiving an answer of “No” to the step audio queue empty 210 would a similar process dealing with the transfer of image data take place (steps 216 and 218). FIG. 5B, being a DEMUX algorithm 156, deals with the inputting, or demultiplexing, of audio and image data by first processing a step named receive audio data 220. If the answer is “Yes” an immediate step of decode audio data 222 is performed and the whole operation repeats again with the step receive audio data 220 if the PSTN access device 104 is connected (answer to step PSTN Access connected 224 is “Yes”). Only upon receiving an answer of “No” to the step receive audio data 220 would a similar process dealing with the receiving of image data take place (steps 226 and 228). In essence, the processing priority control allocates a highest priority to tasks performed by the audio sampling and processing operation 189 whereas a lower priority to tasks performed by the image sampling and processing operation 189 thus guaranteeing a real-time processing of audio information while preserving a correspondingly left-over communication bandwidth for a non-real-time processing of image information.

FIG. 6A, FIG. 6B, FIG. 6C and FIG. 6D present a set of ITTDC performance characteristics expressed in terms of data rate of communication for the PSTN access (DRPS), audio quality, data rate of communication for the audio CODEC (DRAD), audio bandwidth usage, image quality and image transfer time. As a reference, the image transfer time is calculated based upon the following formula:

\[
\text{DRIM (bps)} = \frac{\text{Image Transfer Time (sec) \times \text{total number of pixels in an image} \times 24 \text{ bits per pixel}}}{\text{compression ratio}}
\]

[0066] FIG. 6A is a family plot of image transfer time, for a 640x480 pixel image with a 1:15 compression ratio, vs. DRPS at three levels of simultaneously transmitting audio qualities. For example, at a DRPS of 56 Kbps with a Best Audio, the image transfer time is only about 13 seconds. However, at a DRPS of 22.8 Kbps with the same Best Audio, the image transfer time is now about 73 seconds. FIG. 6B is a family plot of image transfer time, for a 640x480 pixel image with an accompanying audio of various qualities, vs. DRPS at three levels of image compression ratio. For example, at a DRPS of 56 Kbps with a Best Audio and using an image compression ratio of 1:30, the image transfer time is only about 6 seconds. However, at a DRPS of 22.8 Kbps with a Good Audio and using an image compression ratio of 1:8, the image transfer time is now about 56 seconds. FIG. 6C is a family plot of image transfer time, for an image of various resolutions with an accompanying audio of various qualities, vs. DRPS at three levels of image resolutions. For example, at a DRPS of 56 Kbps with a Best Audio, the image transfer time for a 320x240 pixel image compressed with a ratio of 1:15 is only about 3 seconds. However, at a DRPS of 22.8 Kbps with a Good Audio, the image transfer time for a 1024x768 pixel image compressed with the same ratio of 1:15 is now about 76 seconds.

[0067] For those skilled in the art, the above calculation should be understood to be only an approximation as, in practice, there will be various factors causing a loss of image bandwidth, for example, due to frame packaging, error correction, etc. On the other hand, since image is transferred using the leftover bandwidth after an audio transfer and, in a normal conversation, people only talk during less than 40% of the time. This means that the extra 60% bandwidth can be used for image transfer. Thus, correspondingly, FIG. 6D demonstrates that how image transfer time can be greatly reduced by taking advantage of this fact. For example, at a DRPS of 33.6 Kbps with Good Audio, the image transfer time for a 640x480 pixel image compressed with a ratio of 1:15 is 28 seconds. However, with the extra 60% bandwidth for image transfer, it now only takes about 18 seconds. That is, the new DRIM is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{new DRIM-DRPS (DRAD) = DRAD \times (1 - 40\%)}
\]

[0068] The present invention has been described using exemplary preferred embodiments for an Image Transceiving Telephone with Integrated Digital Camera (ITTDC) for simultaneous transmitting of real-time audio and non-real time image through a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). However, for those skilled in this field, the preferred embodiments can be easily adapted and modified to suit additional applications without departing from the spirit and scope of this invention. Thus, it is to be understood that the scope of the invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiments. On the contrary, it is intended to cover various modifications and similar arrangements based upon the same operating principle. The scope of the claims, therefore, should be accorded the broadest interpretations so as to encompass all such modifications and similar arrangements.

What is claimed is:

1. An Image Transceiving Telephone with Integrated Digital Camera (ITTDC) for simultaneous transmission and receiving (transceiving) of real-time audio and non-real-time image through a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), the ITTDC comprising:

- an integrated telephone front end further comprising:
  - an audio input means for converting an input audio from a user of said ITTDC into an uncompressed digital inbound audio data stream and
  - an audio playback means for converting said uncompressed digital receiving audio data stream into a corresponding audible sound for the user of said ITTDC;
- an audio CODEC (compression and decompression) for concurrently compressing said uncompressed digital inbound audio data stream into a compressed digital outbound audio data stream and concurrently decompressing a compressed digital inbound audio data stream into an uncompressed digital receiving audio data stream;
- an image input means for capturing and converting an image into an uncompressed digital inbound image data frame;
an image CODEC for concurrently compressing said uncompressed digital inbound image data frame into a compressed digital outbound image data frame and concurrently decompressing a compressed digital inbound image data frame into an uncompressed digital receiving image data frame;

an image display means for converting said uncompressed digital receiving image data frame into a corresponding visible image display for the user of said ITTDC;

a PSTN access means for concurrently converting a digital outbound data stream into a suitable analog signal waveform for reliable transmission through said PSTN and concurrently converting an analog inbound signal waveform from said PSTN into a corresponding digital inbound data stream;

a local data read and write means for storing an embedded system control software with associated control data, permanent ITTDC operating parameters as well as temporarily or permanently storing said compressed digital outbound audio data stream, said compressed digital inbound audio data stream, said compressed digital outbound image data frame and said compressed digital inbound image data frame;

an optional electronic interface means for communication with other electronic devices locally attached to the ITTDC;

a user-control means for accepting user controls of the ITTDC directing its operations; and

a system control means for interfacing with and further controlling said integrated telephone front end, said audio CODEC, said image input means, said image CODEC, said image display means, said PSTN access means, said local data read and write means, said optional electronic interface means and said user-control means to perform a plurality of desirable functions with respect to said simultaneous transmission and receiving (transceiving) of real-time audio and non-real time image.

2. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said system control means further comprises an audio interface for activating said audio input means thus inputting a corresponding uncompressed digital inbound audio data stream and activating said audio playback means thus outputting a corresponding uncompressed digital receiving audio data stream.

3. The ITTDC of claim 2 wherein said system control means further comprises an image interface for activating said image input means thus inputting a corresponding uncompressed digital inbound image data frame and activating said image display means thus outputting a corresponding uncompressed digital receiving image data frame.

4. The ITTDC of claim 2 wherein said system control means further comprises a data communication interface for interfacing with said PSTN access means.

5. The ITTDC of claim 2 wherein said system control means further comprises a process priority allocation means for packing or unpacking said compressed digital outbound audio data stream, said compressed digital inbound audio data stream, said compressed digital outbound image data frame and said compressed digital inbound image data frame.

6. The ITTDC of claim 2 wherein said system control means further comprises a system interface for monitoring user controls through said user-control means.

7. The ITTDC of claim 6 wherein said system interface further communicates with other locally attached electronic devices through said electronic interface means.

8. The ITTDC of claim 2 wherein said system control means further comprises a memory interface for interfacing with said audio interface, said image interface, said audio CODEC, said image CODEC, said local data read and write means, said data communication interface, said process priority allocation means and said system interface.

9. The ITTDC of claim 7 wherein said system control means further interfaces with said embedded system control software with associated control data.

10. The ITTDC of claim 9 wherein said embedded system control software further comprises an audio sampling and processing means continuously sampling said input audio from a user through said audio input means.

11. The ITTDC of claim 10 wherein audio sampling and processing means further includes placing a sampled audio data in said local data read and write means and compressing the sampled audio data into a compressed digital outbound audio data stream for an immediate transmission to a receiving communication partner.

12. The ITTDC of claim 10 wherein said embedded system control software further comprises an image capturing and processing means occasionally capturing an image through said image input means, placing a sampled image data in said local data read and write means and compressing the sampled image data into a compressed digital outbound image data frame for a preview by the user or transmission to a receiving communication partner.

13. The ITTDC of claim 8 wherein said embedded system control software further comprises a processing priority control means to allocate a highest priority to tasks performed by said audio sampling and processing means whereas a lower priority to tasks performed by said image capturing and processing means thereby guaranteeing a real-time processing of tasks performed by said audio sampling and processing means while preserving a correspondingly left-over communication bandwidth for a non real-time processing of tasks performed by said image capturing and processing means.

14. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said PSTN access means is further implemented in software.

15. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said PSTN access means is further provided with an operating data rate of communication ("DRPS") for communicating with all other associated communication parameters between a user of said ITTDC and said user’s communication partner.

16. The ITTDC of claim 15 wherein said DRPS is a series of industry standards selected from the group consisting of V.92, V.90, V.34, V.32 and V.32 bits.

17. The ITTDC of claim 15 wherein said PSTN access means is further coordinating with said audio CODEC having a number of selectable audio compression plans to select a corresponding number of graduations of audio quality, each with its associated data rate of communication for said audio CODEC (DRAID), such that the DRAD is less than or equal to said DRPS between a user of said ITTDC and a communication partner of said user through said PSTN.
18. The ITTDC of claim 15 wherein said PSTN access means is further coordinating with said image CODEC having a number of selectable image compression plans to select a corresponding number of graduations of image quality each with its associated data rate of communication for said image CODEC (DRIM) such that the maximum possible DRIM is equal to DRPS-DRAD.

19. The ITTDC of claim 7 wherein said embedded system control software further comprises an automatic audio data rate allocation means to achieve an optimized mix of audio and image quality.

20. The ITTDC of claim 17 wherein said audio compression plans come from a set of industry standards selected from the group consisting of the following plans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audio format</th>
<th>Data Rate (Kbps)</th>
<th>Compression Ratio</th>
<th>Audio Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-bit PCM</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.711</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>Better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.728</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1:8</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.723.1</td>
<td>6.3/5.3</td>
<td>1:20/1:24</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM 06.10</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>1:9.7</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. The ITTDC of claim 17 wherein said audio CODEC further supports a decoding of MP3 audio files making the ITTDC function as a MP3 player of downloadable MP3 audio files from an ISP by the ITTDC.

22. The ITTDC of claim 18 wherein said selectable image compression plans come from a set of industry standards selected from the group consisting of the following plans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compression Ratio</th>
<th>Image Quality</th>
<th>Multi-frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>1:4-4:30</td>
<td>Best-Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG 2000</td>
<td>1:4-1:15</td>
<td>Best-Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>~1:1</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion JPEG</td>
<td>1:4-1:30</td>
<td>Best-Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIF</td>
<td>~1:30</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said ITTDC process priority allocation protocol follows an industry standard of ITU-T T.123.

24. The ITTDC of claim 12 wherein said audio sampling and processing means and said image capturing and processing means, in combination with said audio CODEC and said image CODEC, support the encoding and decoding of Microsoft AVI file format for a corresponding file exchange between said ITTDC and an ISP.

25. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said data communication interface further comprises an optional data encryption and decryption means to achieve a secured communication between a user of said ITTDC and his communication partner through said PSTN.

26. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said ITTDC further comprises an additional number of PSTN access means so as to enable the function of multi-party conference calls.

27. The ITTDC of claim 26 wherein said function of multi-party conference calls are implemented with a control protocol following an industry standard of ITU-T T.120.

28. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein the ITTDC is implemented in the form of a wired telephone.

29. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said ITTDC is implemented in the form of a cordless phone.

30. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein said ITTDC is implemented in the form of a wireless phone.

31. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein one of said plurality of desirable functions includes making a phone call from a first user by the ITTDC to a second user of another ITTDC through said PSTN, automatically setting up a digital connection between said PSTN access means of the respective ITTDCs, and carrying on a real-time conversation with said second user while exchanging a digital image captured with said image input means of the respective ITTDCs with said second user on a non real-time basis.

32. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein one of said plurality of desirable functions further includes making a phone call from a first user by the ITTDC to a second user of a traditional wired, traditional cordless or a traditional mobile telephone through said PSTN, automatically setting up a traditional analog connection between said ITTDC and said traditional telephone, and carrying on a real-time conversation with said second user.

33. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein one of said plurality of desirable functions further includes making a phone call from a user of said ITTDC to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) attached to said PSTN, automatically setting up a digital connection between said PSTN access means of the ITTDC and an Internet through the ISP, and exchanging locally stored images as well as audio clips on said ITTDC with their counterpart remotely stored images as well as audio clips on an electronic device communicatively connected to said Internet.

34. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein one of said plurality of desirable functions further includes remotely monitoring said ITTDC with accompanying audio and image feedback, by another similarly equipped ITTDC through said PSTN.

35. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein one of said plurality of desirable functions further includes acting as an enhanced telephone answering machine with accompanying audio and images with the added functionality from said audio CODEC, said image input means, said image CODEC, said image display means, said PSTN access means and said electronic interface means.

36. The ITTDC of claim 1 wherein one of said plurality of desirable functions further includes acting as a digital camera capable of exchanging locally captured and stored images with a remote communication partner through said ITTDC.